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Executive Summary
Revenue accounting teams at software and software-as-a-service (SaaS) 
companies have to deal with the ambiguity and the resulting lack of sufficient 
controls resulting from the introduction of ASC 606 revenue accounting 
standards, which have led to more complexity in revenue recognition. 



This complexity necessitates the development of robust documentation in 
the revenue accounting process to close books. The drive to maintain robust 
controls amidst changes within the accounting landscape combined with an 
already cumbersome workflow process presents significant challenges for 
your revenue accounting team. Most revenue accounting teams face the 
following challenges:

1. Lack of sufficient controls 

2. Low organizational efficiency

3. Lack of reporting and transparency in the revenue accounting process 

Klarity's solution specifically addresses these challenges. Our software…

Establishes robust controls through an automatically generated audit-trail. 

Makes your team hyper-efficient through customizable workflows and by 
automatically identifying contracts with non-standard terms under 
ASC-606

Provides you with powerful analytics on revenue recognition data and 
actionable insights into your contract review process

https://www.tryklarity.com/
https://www.tryklarity.com/products/revenue-accountant
https://www.tryklarity.com/post/how-klarity-works-automate-workflows


Revenue Recognition Standard ASC 606
In 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board released ASC 606, 
Revenue from Contracts with Customers, outlining new guidelines and a five-
step process to standardize revenue recognition policies across companies in 
all industries. 



In effect since 2018 for public companies and 2019 for private companies, 
these new guidelines have presented a challenge for revenue recognition at 
SaaS companies. While ASC 605, the former standard, outlined detailed 
guidance for software companies, ASC 606 requires more judgement in the 
accounting process. 



This puts the stress on revenue accounting teams at SaaS companies to 
ensure that they have robust controls in place to consistently meet these new 
accounting guidelines and document their implementation. Whether teams 
are retroactively reviewing old contracts and updating their revenue 
treatment under ASC 606 or implementing new processes to handle future 
contracts, these new standards present significant challenges for these 
teams.

https://www.tryklarity.com/post/how-klarity-works-automate-workflows
https://www.tryklarity.com/


The Revenue Accounting Process and 
Corresponding Complexities
The revenue accounting team is tasked with the responsibility of reviewing 
sales contracts and order forms to determine how to correctly recognize the 
revenue from each contract. This process is particularly challenging for 
software and SaaS companies because they often bundle services together 
with subscriptions and licenses. 



Implementing and documenting robust controls for the contract review 
process is essential for all revenue accounting teams, but even more so for 
those at public companies, as the consequences for failing to recognize 
revenue accurately under Sarbanes-Oxley are severe. 



For example, in 2018, WageWorks (NYSE:WAGE) reported a “material 
weakness in its internal control over financial reporting,” involving “certain 
issues, including revenue recognition.” This led to a ~20% drop in the stock 
price in the following days and the resignation of the CEO and CFO1.

1. “WageWorks to Restate Results, CFO Resigns”, CFO.com

https://www.tryklarity.com/post/how-klarity-works-extract-key-data


Determine contract population

for review
Often, it would require too many resources for a revenue accounting team to 
read through all contracts. In those cases, there may be a materiality 
threshold implemented that limits the number of contracts that an accounting 
team reviews. 



However, this may lead to creation of a systemic exposure from contracts 
below that materiality threshold. In an ideal world, the revenue accounting 
team would review all newly signed contracts and order forms with any non-
standard terms to determine the appropriate accounting impact.

Perform contract review
Sales contracts (typically Master Services Agreements (MSAs), Order Forms 
and Statements of Work are typically stored in the company’s Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM), Configure Price Quote (CPQ) or Contract 
Lifecycle Management (CLM) system. 



After retrieving the contracts on a periodic basis (typically weekly or 
monthly), the revenue accounting team must review them with the fivestep 
process outlined in ASC 606 guidelines:  

https://youtu.be/hX8MAfysjxw


1. Identify the contract

2. identify performance obligations

3. determine the transaction price

4. allocate the transaction price

5. recognize the revenue

Typically, teams will employ the use of a customized checklist of items to 
review, which can be quite extensive. The most complex checklist we’ve seen 
so far includes over 120 items of review, with the most standard ones having 
between 20 and 50 items. In order to ensure completeness, contracts 
typically go through multiple levels of review.

The Challenge
The contract review process is time consuming and hard to manage, 
especially for companies with a high volume of customized contracts. 
Companies face both operational and strategic challenges in their contract 
review processes. 



Accounting teams face their first operational challenge in these first two 
steps of the contract review process while dealing with a cumbersome 
manual workflow. Before contract review takes place, teams generally need 
to export a set of contracts from their company’s CRM system to a central 
location for review and storage. 

https://www.tryklarity.com/


Challenges arise even with simple tasks like identifying which contracts have 
a start date during an appropriate accounting period, since the start date can 
be different from other dates in a contract, such as the date of signature. 



Every contract is reviewed with a checklist of items to extract and analyze 
and typically goes through multiple levels of review to ensure completeness. 
There is no dedicated system to manage this workflow process and is 
typically spread across spreadsheets, email, Slack and other communication 
platforms. 



There is no transparency into the state of the process at any given point, 
such as the volume of contracts at each stage or the number assigned to 
each accountant for review. 



The workflow process at the accountant level is repetitive and manual. The 
accountant must manually review each contract (regardless of the presence 
of non-standard terms) and extract all relevant information from the contract 
and other systems and later input this data accurately into the company’s 
ERP or other revenue recognition system. If the contract has nonstandard 
terms, this process is even more lengthy.

Klarity’s Solution
Klarity’s system establishes and documents newly required controls, greatly 
increasing operating efficiency. Klarity first ensures completeness in the 
contract population chosen for review, and its workflow management 
capabilities ensure that every step necessary is taken for every contract as it 
goes through multiple levels of review, data input into other enterprise 
systems, and documentation.

https://www.tryklarity.com/post/how-klarity-works-automate-workflows
https://www.tryklarity.com/products/revenue-accountant


Klarity’s AI engine automatically extracts key data from the contract and 
inputs the data into existing enterprise systems, saving time manually 
extracting and entering this information. This dramatically cuts down on the 
time spent on contract review.

Document conclusions
If the revenue accountant employs judgement in the determination of revenue 
impact from a contract, the judgement and conclusion should be documented 
in the form of an audit trail for future reference by both internal auditors and 
external auditors.

Input data
After reviewing a contract, all of the extracted data and conclusions are 
typically inputted into a company’s Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) 
system for billing purposes and later use by other stakeholders.

https://www.tryklarity.com/post/how-klarity-works-generate-audit-trail


The Challenge
The audit process presents additional challenges. Current solutions do not 
facilitate organizing and grouping documentation around contracts. The 
ambiguity around ASC 606 with regards to SaaS contracts makes it important 
to document all judgement around potentially unclear terms. Acquiring all 
contracts and corresponding documentation in the audit process is currently 
done manually, which can make it difficult to ensure that auditors have 
complete confidence in your company’s revenue recognition controls.

Klarity’s Solution
Klarity’s software provides the ability to assign contracts to team members 
and track every contract and its corresponding revenue checklist as it goes 
through review. Through time-stamping all actions in the review process and 
storing comments and write-ups about specific terms as well as additional 
documentation, Klarity provides an easily accessible audit trail. 



Furthermore, Klarity’s system enables the user to query all contracts and 
supporting documentation over a given period of time, drastically reducing 
the pain of the audit process. With these capabilities built into your contract 
review system, your team can be confident that sufficient controls are in 
place for both internal and external auditors.



Strategic Challenges
The integration of technology within the finance department should be done 
to accomplish some strategic goal2. According to Ernst & Young, finance 
departments are continually striving to improve their internal reporting, such 
as including more non-financial key performance indicators (KPIs). However, 
there is little transparency into the revenue accounting process, making such 
reporting difficult, if not impossible. 



Current tools do not provide the functionality to query by revenue 
recognition-related contract metadata. If they do, contracts generally need to 
be tagged manually, which takes significant time and has room for error. 



For example, it is difficult to surface the non-standard terms in all contracts 
for a given customer or the monetary value attributed to a given non-
standard term across all contracts. 



A team might also want to know how many sales contracts over a certain 
period of time have a revenue recognition impact. Currently, all of these must 
be done manually, making them inaccessible to a company’s management. 

2. Ernst & Young, “The changing role of the financial controller”

https://www.tryklarity.com/post/how-klarity-works-enable-reporting


According to PwC, 61% of finance department executives see technology as 
a major factor in improving the effectiveness of the department, more than 
any other factor3. 



Furthermore, McKinsey reports that CFOs would prefer to spend less time on 
traditional finance activities and more on strategic leadership4. The 
complexities and manual nature of contract review in the finance department 
present a roadblock to the vision of the finance department serving as more 
of a strategic partner to the company.

Klarity’s Solution
Klarity addresses these strategic challenges through enabling reporting and 
providing additional transparency into the revenue accounting process. 
Powerful dashboards give your revenue accounting team instant insight into 
the contract review process and provide you with actionable insights into 
your business’ performance. 



These reporting capabilities bolster your finance department’s ability to serve 
as a strategic partner to other business units.

3. PwC Finance Effectiveness Benchmarking, August 2019, Base: 2,929 finance function 
managers to executives, global sample. 

4. McKinsey Special Collection, The Role of the CFO

https://www.tryklarity.com/products/controller-chief-accounting-officer


Do you want to give Klarity a try?

We challenge you to beat our AI with your documents, free of charge. 

Please reach out to us at  or visit .sales@klaritylaw.com tryklarity.com


